
Terms and Conditions of Bikmo “Habit100k Le Melo giveaway”

The following terms and conditions apply to the online prize draw “Habit100k Le Melo
giveaway”, hereafter referred to as "prize draw".

1. Acceptance of terms and conditions
By submitting into the prize draw and consenting to having read and agreed the terms,
you are agreeing to these terms and conditions, as well as any additional terms
communicated by Bikmo or the prize suppliers.

2. Eligibility
Participants must be aged 18 or over to take part in the prize draw. Bikmo employees,
consultants, staff, relatives or partners are not permitted to participate. Participants
must be legal residents of the United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany or Austria.

3. Rules of the online prize draw
The commentary function and prize draw will be open from 26.01.2023 to 28.02.2023
until 11:59 pm CET. One winner will be drawn at random from all submissions, and only
one submission per person will be allowed.

4. Prize and winner notification
The winner will be informed by contacting the user's email address as used to sign up
for the giveaway. The winner must acknowledge the notification within two days and
provide the necessary personal information requested otherwise Bikmo may draw
another winner.

The prize available:
- Le Melo Rider’s Bundle

No cash alternative is available.

5. Liability
Bikmo is not liable in any way for any costs, expenses, damages, liability or injury arising
out of or in any way connected with the prize draw other than those costs and expenses
specifically provided for in the prize (if any)

6. Publication of the winner
By participating in the Prize Draw participants agree to allow Bikmo to use their name
and photo for winner announcements and editorial purposes. No personal data will be
published or shared with third parties other than if required to organise the prize.

7. Exclusion of participation
In cases of violation of these terms, or if Bikmo becomes aware of foul play including
automatic scripts, hacker tools, fake profiles, Trojans or other viruses, Bikmo reserves



the right to exclude participants from this prize draw. In such cases, where required, the
prize may be cancelled by Bikmo.

8. Prize draw cancellation
Bikmo is entitled to cancel the prize draw if an unanticipated incident means that the
prize draw can not be conducted as planned. This includes, but is not limited to,
intervention from third parties, data security issues, foul play, technical problems or
other incidents beyond the control of Bikmo.

If you have any questions concerning the prize draw or these terms and conditions, please
contact marketing@bikmo.com.


